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Dear Cathryn 

 

Ofwat Forward Programme 2015/16 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed work programme starting 

2015/16.  I also attended the launch seminar where further detail of the programme was 

provided by you and the team.   

Overall we agree with you that this is an ambitious programme, but the progress in the most 

recent past with respect to PR14 indicates that this is a challenge you are well placed to 

deliver.  It addresses the issues placed on you by government and other stakeholders. 

We believe that at Portsmouth Water we do focus on our customers and indeed do have 

their trust, but acknowledge that there is always more we can do.  We believe that this is an 

industry issue not just companies or regulators working in isolation.  We observe in other 

utilities the issues arising from the lack of customer confidence and clearly would not want 

this to occur in the water sector.  To achieve this aim we encourage open communication 

between all parties, companies and regulators, to continue. 

Many of your objectives in your programme build on the PR14 process which our Board 

acknowledged was both a good process and set of outcomes for our customers. 

Some of your strategic priorities, such as non-household retail competition, have high public 

profile and we will work with all parties to achieve an effective market which enhances the 

reputation of the industry rather than reduces it. 

We note the proposal to monitor Company performance by the use of dash boards.  Whilst 

the most recent business plans resulted in companies taking greater ownership of their 

outcomes which we will report and monitor against, there is understandably a general 

interest in comparison between organisations.  Ofwat is well placed to coordinate this 

exercise and adds a degree of credibility to the exercise when published, which is helpful. 

We note the new duty placed on Ofwat in the context of resilience and would be very willing 

to be part of any working party on this issue.  Similarly, as a company with surplus water in 

http://www.portsmouthwater.co.uk/


the South East, we are very interested in the opportunities which may arise from “upstream” 

competition.  Again we would be available to help you progress this issue. 

Further we note your proposal to work with other regulators who face or have addressed 

similar issues to us in the water sector.  Clearly there is scope to learn from others as we 

develop wholesale and retail organisations.  Similarly we note the proposal to work with 

other regulators on more generic issues such as the cost of capital.  This appears very 

sensible to us especially given the change in organisational structure you are undertaking. 

Finally we note your continued focus on compliance and governance. This is fundamental to 

the delivering the key objective of ensuring continued trust in our sector. 

To conclude therefore we understand what underpins the programme and would very much 

like to work with you and others in the industry to ensure we retain and enhance the trust our 

customers place in us. 

Kind regards, 

 

 

 

 

Neville Smith 

Managing Director 

 

 

 


